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This invention relates to antenna arrays and 
more particularly to a simplified array of loo 
antennae. . . . . . 

Arterina loops have been proposediti which the 
loop is made of two wires each equal to one-half 

at the crossing points and are open ended at the 

wavelength, the loop being fed at one end and the 
two wires at the far end of the loop being left 
open circuited. Such a loop produces a radiation 
pattern in all directions therearound. In accord 
ance with my invention, I provide a series of such 10. 
loops serially connected one to another so that 
they will all be energized in phase coincidence. 
Since each of the loops is equivalent to a half 
wavelength transmission fine, each loop acts as 
a phase changer for the succeeding loop so that 15 
at the loops in the array will be energized in phase coincidence. 

It is a principal object of nyirivetition to pro 
vide a simplified array of loops.energized in phase 
coincidence. 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide an array of series connected loops in which 
the energy distribution may be different from loop 
to loop. . . . . . 

A better understanding of my invention of the 
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far end. The lengths of conductors f3, f4 be. . . 
tween each of the crossing points are made equal 
to X/2 where X is the operating wavelength. 
Thus each loop acts as a phase changer for 
the succeeding loop, and substantially uniform 
distribution of standing wave energy is pro 
duced in the loops. Accordingly, if the array, ?2 
is made relatively short, each loop may be con 
sidered as producing an individual radiation pat 
term as shown by curve 33 in Fig. 3 while the 
combined array will produce a sharp radiation 
pattern such as shown by curve 44 in Fig. 4. The 
radiation patterns are substantially symmetrical 
'with relation to the sources of radiation, said 
sources being schematically illustrated by the 
points 3 and 4 of Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. 
The particular shape of the loops is not ma 

terial to my invention and as shown in Fig. 2 they 
may be made in a square formation. The loops 
generally shown at 22 in Fig. 2 may be used as 
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objects and features thereof may be had by refer 
ence from the particular description thereof made 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in 
which, . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 1 is an illustration of a loop array in ac 
cordance with my invention; 

Fig. 2 is a modified foop array in accordance 
with rhy invention; 

Fig. 3 illustrates the radiation 
single loop element; ' '. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the radiation diagram of an 
array; . . . . . . . 

Fig. 5 is a loop array in which the succeeding 
loops have different impedance characteristics; 

Fig. 6 is a modified form of loop array with 
similar impedance characteristics to that of Fig. 

Fig. 7 is a further modified form of a loop array 
in accordance with my invention; and 

Fig. 8 is a still further modified form of loop. 
array in accordance with my invention. 

In Fig. 1, fo represents a translating device 
which may be either a transmitter or receiver. 
Transmission line serves to connect translating 
device O with a series of loop antennae indicated 
generally at 2. These loops are made up by two 
conductors 3 and 4 arranged substantially in 
the same plane and crossing each other to form 
an array of similar shaped co-planar loops. Con 
ductors 3 and 4 are insulated from one another 
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an array in place of the loops f2 of Fig. 1. It will 
be noted that with the dimensions chosen, the 
currents in each loop will traverse, the loop in 
the same direction as indicated by the arrows in 
Fig. 2. Likewise, because of the cross-overs at the junction point between loops, there is pro 
duced a phase reversal, so that this effective co 
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phasal energization of all the loops is produced. 
It is not necessary to have the complete net. 

work radiating as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In 
stead, when desired, only a portion of each half 
wave distribution may be used as a radiator. In 
such a case, the loop would be made up near the 
current maximum region of each half-wave as 
shown in Fig. 7. The remainder of the network 
would be used as a feeder, causing no radiation. 
The spacing d between the radiating loops 
Tould then be made any desired value up to a 
maximum of one-half wavelength. . . - - - 

In case it is desired to increase the physical 
spacing between successive radiating loops to 
greater than one-half wavelength, the method 
shown in Fig. 8 may be used, where the electrical 
length between corresponding points of succes 
sive loops is made 360 degrees. In this case a 
cross-over in the feeder between successive loops 
is not required and the physical spacing between 
loops may be made any value, up to one wave 
length. 
In the arrangement of Figs. 7 and 8, the phys 

ical spacing may be adjusted without changing 
the size of the loops by displacing the portions of 
the transmission line between successive, loops 
without altering the spacing of the line con 

  

  

  

  

  



ductors. By this arrangement any spacing up to 
the electrical spacing may be achieved. 
A similar effect may be had in arrays Such as 

shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 5 by elongating the loops 
longitudinally or transversely of the conductor 
line, to alter the spacing at the loop centers. 
This will somewhat alter the radiation properties 
of the individual loops but this effect is generally 
unimportant except when the physical distortion 
Of the loops is extreme. 

It should be understood that if the array is 
made very long, there will be an appreciable 
travelling Wave component in addition to the nor 
mal standing wave component of the open ended 
loops. This will serve to produce a modification 
of the directive pattern of the loops but in some 
cases may be considered desirable. , 

It is often desirable to energize the antenna, 
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units of an array in phase coincidence but With 
different announts of power in the successive an 
tenna, units as for example in the case of a 
binomial expansion array. In accordance with 
my invention, this may readily be done by merely 
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altering the impedance of the loops so that the 
impedance thereof increases from the one end to 
the other of a series connected loop array. 
In Fig. 5 one system for producing this effect 

is illustrated. In this figure, transmission line 50 
serves to connect the antenna, array to any de 
sired translating device. From line 50, branch 
lines 5, 52 serve to supply the energy to antenna 
arrays indicated by antenna, units 53, 54 and 55; 
and units 56, 57 and 58. Units 53 and 56 are 
made of relatively large conductors and thus will 
have relatively low impedance. The succeeding 
loop pairs 54, 57 and 55, 58 are made of suc 
cessively smaller diameter conductors to produce 
the higher impedance of these loops. The radia 
tion resistance of all loops, however, remains sub 
stantially the same. Thus the current is dis 
tributed in a decreasing fashion from the center 
OutWard and the radiation from the outer loops 
is less than that from the loops nearer the trans 
lating device. A transposition 59 is provided in 
line 52 so that all of the units, of both arrays 
may be energized co-phasally. 
In Fig. 6 is shown another way of achieving 

energy distribution in an antenna, array by vary 
ing the radiation resistance of the antenna units. 
Thus in this array units 63-66, 64-67, and 

... 65-68 decrease in area, in the order given and 
thus have a decreasing radiation resistance in the 
same order. The power radiated is proportional 
to the radiation resistance. Accordingly, this ar. 
ray will likewise produce a variation and distribu 
tion of current in the antenna units. 

It should be understood that any desired dis 
tribution may be achieved merely by properly 
relating the impedance of one antenna unit to the 
Succeeding One. This may be accomplished in 
other ways than in the examples given. 
While I have described above the principles of 

my invention in connection with specific appar 
atus, and particular modifications thereof, it is 
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to be clearly understood that this description is 
made only by way of example and not as a limita 
tion on the scope of my invention as set forth 
in the objects of my invention and the accom 
panying claims. 
What is claimed is: 
i. An array of Substantially co-planar loop an 

tennae comprising a tWo conductor line the con 
ductors of which are normally spaced a prede 
termined distance apart at a feeding point, said 
conductors being Spread apart to form loops at 
predetermined intervals so spaced that loops have 
the center part of the conductors thereof in the 
regions of Successive in-phase current maxima to 
provide a plurality of series arranged loops. 

2. An array according to claim 1, wherein said 
transmission line is transposed at half-wave 
length intervals so that all successive current 
maxima, are in phase on the same side of said 
line, whereby said loops are arranged at each elec 
trical half-wave intervals along said line. 

3. An array according to claim i, wherein said 
transmission line is transposed at half-wave 
length intervals so that all successive current 
maxima are in phase on the same side of said line, 
whereby said loops are arranged at each elec 
trical half-wave intervals along said line, the con 
ductors forming the sides of each loop, being a 
half-Wavelength long, and said transpositions be 
ing at current nodal points, whereby every por 
tion of said transmission line beyond the feeding . 
point is utilized for radiation. . . . . 

4. An array of substantially co-planar loop an 
tennae comprising a pair of conductors, said con 

is ductors alternately diverging and converging sub 
stantially in a common plane whereby they cross 
each other at regularly repeated intervals effec 
tively to provide series connected co-planar loops, 
the lengths of each conductor between the cross. 
ing points being electrically a half a wavelength 
at the operating frequency, and means for cou 
pling a translating unit to one end of said pair 
of conductors whereby the effective instantaneous 
Current flow is in the same direction around each 
of Said loops. . S. . . . 

5. An antenna, array according to claim 4, 
Wherein said conductors have different diameters 
increasing toward the connection point of said 
translating device to render the successive loops, 
Spaced from Said translating device higher in im 
pedance than the preceding loop. . . 

6. An antenna array according to claim - 4, 
Wherein. Said co-planar loops are made succes 
sively to enclose smaller areas to render the suc 
cessive loops Spaced from said translating device 
lower in radiation resistance than the preceding 
loop. . . . . . 

7. An antenna array according to claim.4, 
Wherein adjacent co-planar loops are constructed 
So as to have different radiation resistances. 

8. An antenna array according to claim 4, 
Wherein adjacent.co-planar loops are constructed 
So as to have different impedances. 
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